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Durable and highly reliable, Sealys Secure Documents offer state-of-the-art visual and electronic security. True to Gemalto’s longstanding tradition of innovation, the Sealys Window counterfeit deterrent presents an all-new breakthrough in ID, driver license and Passport security. Its ingenious design incorporates a transparent opening that is impossible to delaminate or fake.

**Features you can see**

By definition, overt security features must be verifiable without the aid of equipment. A contrasting background is all that is required to check the authenticity of Sealys Window. This means Sealys Window documents can be verified quickly and discreetly against commonplace items such as a shirtsleeve or file folder, without holding the card up to a source of light.

**Available now**

Sealys Window is available now for all Sealys polycarbonate documents such as IDs, driver licenses or passport datapages (chip and chipless, contact and contactless).

**Indisputably secure**

The transparent opening in Sealys Window’s multilayer, 100% polycarbonate composition guarantees its integrity and durability. Although it is possible to see through the window, any attempt to tamper with the card’s fused layers will render it opaque, invalidating the card. Manufactured without the use of glue and using intense heat and pressure to merge all layers into a solid polycarbonate unit, its unique design cannot be reproduced without heavy investments.

**Always one step ahead**

To ensure a winning position in the relentless race between security and fraud, whilst opening the door to electronic services, Gemalto has created the Sealys range of secure, durable, innovative documents and operating systems that ensure you will always be one step ahead.

Gemalto ensured the following world premières:

- World’s first polycarbonate identity document, Finnish driver license in 1989
- World’s first identity card with changeable laser image, Singapore national ID in 1991
- World’s first polycarbonate passport datapage, Finnish passport in 1997
- World’s first polycarbonate eID document, Finnish national eID card in 1999
- World’s first polycarbonate ePassport, Swedish and Norwegian ePassports in 2005

Sealys Window is one of the latest innovations and has been introduced at the end of 2007.

**A clear choice for the Swedish Road Administration**

In November 2007, Gemalto announced the introduction of the world’s first driver license incorporating a clear window security feature. Under a contract agreed with the Swedish Road Administration, Gemalto is to supply 600,000 Sealys Window driver licenses per year for a period of up to five years. Gemalto’s latest innovation in security printing features meets the stringent specifications set forth by the criminal laboratory and national road authority of Sweden. The Swedish Road Administration began issuing the new driver license to the general public in December 2007.
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